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We generalize the definition of the symmetric algebra of a vector space in order
to define noncommutative symmetric algebras of two-sided vector spaces. Not all
two-sided vector spaces have noncommutative symmetric algebras; the ones that do
are called admissible, and conditions for admissibility are given. Further, for some
classes of admissible two-sided vector spaces, the skew fields of fractions of their
noncommutative symmetric algebras are computed. The degree 0 components of
these skew fields correspond to function fields of certain noncommutative ruled
surfaces, and hence allow us to determine birational equivalence classes for such
surfaces.  2000 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
Let k be a field and let V be a finite dimensional vector space over k.
There are two natural k-algebras associated with V: the tensor algebra

nT V  V  k V V V  V V V  Ž . Ž . Ž .
n0
Ž . Ž . Ž .and the symmetric algebra S V  T V I, where I is the ideal of T V
generated by all elements of the form x y y x for all x, y V. The
Ž .algebra S V is thus a commutative k-algebra.
1 This material is based upon work supported under a National Science Foundation
Graduate Student Fellowship and NSF Grant DMS-9701589.
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We wish to generalize the notion of a symmetric algebra to noncommu-
tative situations. To be precise, let E be a free k-bimodule; that is, E is a
left k-vector space and a right k-vector space, but in general the left
k-action and the right k-action will differ. We may still form the tensor
Ž .algebra T E in the above fashion. However, constructing the symmetric
algebra of E is more difficult, as there is no natural candidate for the ideal
I in the above definition.
The motivation for studying noncommutative analogs of symmetric
 	algebras comes from the study of noncommutative ruled surfaces 4 . A
noncommutative ruled surface over a smooth curve X can be described as
Ž . ŽP E , where E is a rank 2 locally free O -bimodule in the sense of ArtinX X
 	  	. Ž .1 and Van den Bergh 5 , and the projectivization P E is defined asX
Ž . Ž .Proj S E , where S E is a noncommutative analog of the sheaf of sym-
metric algebras of E. Unfortunately, this sheaf is difficult to work with, as
Žit does not have a nice local structure for instance, in general the sections
Ž .Ž . Ž . .S E U over an open set U do not form an O U -algebra . However,X
looking at the sections over the generic point  X, the bimodule E is a
Ž .two-dimensional two-sided vector space over the function field K X of
X. Examining the noncommutative symmetric algebra at the generic point
has two purposes: first, it may give some information on the global
Ž .structure S E , and second, it provides a notion of birational equivalence
of noncommutative ruled surfaces, by examining the ‘‘function fields’’ of
the surfaces, that is, the degree 0 components of the skew fields of
fractions of the algebras at the generic point.
In Section 1 we classify two-sided vector spaces into three classes,
according to whether a certain 2 2 matrix has two, one, or zero eigen-
vectors over the base field. In Section 2 we discuss the conditions deter-
mining whether a given two-sided vector space has an associated non-
commutative symmetric algebra. Such two-sided vector spaces are called
admissible; admissibility conditions for two of the three cases described
above are given, and the difficulties inherent in the remaining case are
discussed. Essentially, a two-sided vector space is admissible if a certain
4 4 matrix has an eigenvector over the base field, and we describe
specific conditions on the structure of the vector space for this to happen.
In Section 3 we compute the degree 0 components of the skew fields of
fractions of some classes of noncommutative symmetric algebras. These
degree 0 components are shown to be isomorphic to fields of fractions of
Ore extensions of the base field in one variable. These skew fields can be
thought of as function fields of noncommutative ruled surfaces, and thus
we have a description of the birational equivalence classes of certain types
of such surfaces.
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1. TWO-SIDED VECTOR SPACES OF RANK 2
Throughout, let K be a field with char K 2. Typically, K is the
function field of a smooth complex curve.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let E be a K-bimodule; that is, E is a two-sided
K-vector space. We say that E is free if the dimensions of E as a left
K-vector space and as a right K-vector space are equal. If E is free, then
we say that E is rank r if the dimension of E as a one-sided vector space
is r.
Let E be a free rank 2 K-bimodule. Choose a basis y, z for the left
module E, such that y, z is also a basis for the right module E . NoteK K
that a generic left basis y, z for E will satisfy this condition. We wish to
analyze how the left and right actions of K differ.
For any  K , we may express right multiplication by  in terms of left
multiplication by elements of K. In particular,
y a  y
 b  zŽ . Ž .
z c  y
 d  z ,Ž . Ž .
where a, b, c, d are functions from K to K. More generally, let us express
an element of E as a two-dimensional row vector, so that for any p, q K ,
Ž .the vector p, q corresponds to the element py
 qz. We may express the
above equations in matrix form:
a  b Ž . Ž .
p q   p q .Ž . Ž . ž /c  d Ž . Ž .
Ž .On the left side of the above equation, the notation p, q   denotes the
right action of  on the vector py
 qz in the right module structure of E.
The right side of the equation is standard matrix multiplication over K.
Let M denote the map from K to the ring of 2 2 matrices with
Ž 22 .elements in K denoted K which sends  to the matrix
a  b Ž . Ž .
M   .Ž . ž /c  d Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .It follows that p, q   p, q M  .
LEMMA 1.2. M: K K 22 is a ring homomorphism.
In particular, the image of M is a commutative subring of K 22.
It is clear that the maps a, b, c, d are all additive: e.g., for all ,  K ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .a 
   a  
 a  . However, certainly it is not necessarily true that
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the maps a, b, c, d are ring homomorphisms. In fact, we have the
following classification of the possible K-bimodule structures, based on the
structure of the map M.
THEOREM 1.3. If E is a free rank 2 K-bimodule, then there exists a
two-sided basis y, z of E, with the right action of K gien by a ring
22 Ž . Ž . Ž .homomorphism M: K K , such that p, q   p, q M  , where
Ž .M  is one of the following:
Ž .i
a  0Ž .
M  Ž . ž /0 d Ž .
Ž .with a, dAut K , a d;
Ž .ii
a  b Ž . Ž .
M  Ž . ž /0 a Ž .
Ž . Ž .with aAut K and b an a, a -deriation: for all ,  K ,
b   a  b  
 b  a  ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .iii
a  b Ž . Ž .
M  Ž . ž /mb  a Ž . Ž .
such that
Ž . Ž .a b is a nonzero a, a -deriation: for all ,  K ,
b   a  b  
 b  a  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
Ž .b m K is not a perfect square, and for all ,  K ,
a   a  a  
mb  b  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Proof. It is clear from the description of the matrices in cases i  iii
above that any left basis of E which corresponds to one of the matrices in
Ž . Ž . Žcases i  iii above must necessarily be a two-sided basis of E. In case
Ž . .iii , note that a 0, since b 0. So it suffices to find a suitable left basis
y, z of E.
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Choose an arbitrary two-sided basis y, z of E, and let M: K K 22 be
the ring homomorphism which describes the right K-action on E; that is,
Ž . Ž . Ž .p, q   p, q M  .
We divide the argument into three cases which correspond to the three
cases in the statement of the theorem.
Ž . Ž .Case i . Suppose there exists  K such that M  has two distinct
eigenvalues in K. Choose a new left basis y, z such that with respect to
Ž .this new basis, M  is diagonal. If we denote
a  b Ž . Ž .
M   ,Ž . ž /c  d Ž . Ž .
for any  K , then
a  0Ž .
M  Ž . ž /0 d Ž .
Ž . Ž . 22with a   d  . We now use the fact that in K , diagonal matrices
with different elements on the diagonal only commute with other diagonal
matrices; to be precise, the centralizer of a matrix
m 0ž /0 n
with m n is
K 0 .ž /0 K
22 Ž .Hence, since the image of M is commutative in K , M  is diagonal
Ž . Ž .for all  K. Thus b   c   0 for all  K ; hence
a  0Ž .
M   ,Ž . ž /0 d Ž .
Ž .where a d. Comparing the upper-left elements in the identity M  
Ž . Ž .M  M  shows that a is an automorphism, and comparing the lower-
right elements in the same identity shows that d is an automorphism. This
Ž .is case i of the theorem.
Ž . Ž .Case ii . Suppose that every matrix M  has a unique eigenvalue.
Since the characteristic of K is not 2, this eigenvalue must be in K.
Ž .Choose a new left basis y, z of E such that z is an eigenvector of M 
Ž Ž .for all  since all the M  commute, they must have a common
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.eigenvector, if one exists . If we denote M, with respect to this new basis,
as
a  b Ž . Ž .
M   ,Ž . ž /c  d Ž . Ž .
Ž .then the fact that z is an eigenvector of M  with a unique eigenvalue for
Ž . Ž . Ž .all  K implies that a   d  and c   0. Thus
a  b Ž . Ž .
M   .Ž . ž /0 a Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Comparing the upper-left entries of the identity M  M  M 
shows that a is an automorphism, and comparing the upper-right entries of
Ž . Ž .the same identity establishes that b is an a, a -derivation. This is case ii
of the theorem.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Case iii . If neither case i nor case ii above, then for some  , the
Ž .matrix M  has eigenvalues not in K. Write
a  b Ž . Ž .
M  Ž . ž /c  d Ž . Ž .
with b, c nonzero. We will first show that there is a change of left basis so
that under the new basis, M is such that a d.
Ž . Ž .For any ,  K , b  is the upper-right component of M  
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M  M  . Hence b   a  b  
 b  d  . But also b  
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b  is the upper-right component of M  M  M  ; hence
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b   a  b  
 b  d  . Thus a  b  
 b  d   a  b 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 b  d  . Set   , and let B b  , A a  , D d  . Then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a  B
 b  D Ab  
 Bd  . If AD, then by the above, a  
Ž .d  for all  K ; hence a d and there is no need to change basis.
Ž .Otherwise, if AD, solve for b  to get
B d   a Ž . Ž .Ž .
b   .Ž .
D A
B Ž Ž . Ž .Let m  ; then m  0 since b   0 because M  has no1 1D A
.eigenvector , and
a  m d   a Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1M   .Ž . ž /c  d Ž . Ž .
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Since the image of M is commutative,
M  M  M  M  M  M Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .for any ,  K. Comparing the upper-left terms of M  M  and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M  M  , we get that a  a  
 b  c   a  a  
 b  c  ;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž Ž . Ž ..hence b  c   b  c  . Setting   gives c   b  c  b 
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..for all  K , since b   0. Hence cm bm d   a  , where0 2
Ž . Ž .m  c  b  and m m m . Thus0 2 0 1
a  m d   a Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1M   .Ž . ž /m d   a  d Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2
Now make the change of left basis ym1 y, z z to give, under this1
new basis,
a  d   a Ž . Ž . Ž .
M   ,Ž . ž /m d   a  d Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where mm m . Then the change of basis y y, zy2
 z gives,2 1
under this new basis,
d  
 a  2 d   a Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
M  Ž . ž /f  d  
 a  2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .for some function f  . Hence the upper-left and lower-right elements of
Ž .M  are equal for all .
So now assume that we have a left basis y, z such that
a  b Ž . Ž .
M   .Ž . ž /c  a Ž . Ž .
By the same argument as above, we must have cmb for some nonzero
Ž .constant m K. Since M  does not have an eigenvector in K , we
'conclude that m does not have a square root in K ; otherwise,  m y
 z
'Ž . Ž . Ž .is an eigenvector of M  with eigenvalue a   m b  . This is case
Ž .iii of the theorem, and the functional equations for a and b are easily
Ž . Ž . Ž .checked by comparing elements of the identity M  M  M  .
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2. ADMISSIBILITY OF FREE RANK 2 K-BIMODULES
Recall that to form the symmetric algebra of a commutative two-dimen-
Ž .sional vector space E, we first form the tensor algebra T E , and then
take the quotient
T EŽ .
S E  ,Ž .
x y y xŽ .
Ž .where the ideal x y y x is generated in degree 2 by all elements of
the form x y y x. The degree 2 component of this ideal is a
one-dimensional subspace of the four-dimensional vector space E E.
In the noncommutative case, since the left and right actions of K on
E E differ, it is not necessarily true that the two-sided sub-bimodule
Ž .x y y x will be a free rank 1 sub-bimodule of the free rank 4
K-bimodule E E. This is because the one-dimensional left K-vector
space spanned by x y y x may be different than the one-dimen-
sional right K-vector space spanned by x y y x.
So in the noncommutative situation, we are content to find any free
rank 1 sub-bimodule Q of E E. However, we still want the resulting
Ž . Ž .quotient algebra T E  Q to be a domain, so we place an additional
condition on Q:
DEFINITION 2.1. Let E be a free rank 2 K-bimodule. We say that E is
Ž .admissible if there exists a free rank 1 sub-bimodule Q E E suchK
that Q LM where L, M are free rank 1 sub-bimodules of E.
Note that since Q is a one-dimensional vector space as both a left
module and as a right module, then Q Kx for some element x E E,
and similarly Q xK.
To determine admissibility, we need to examine how the left and right
actions differ on E E. Let y, z be a fixed left and right basis of E, andK
let M: K K 22 be the map describing the right action in terms of this
Ž . Žbasis. We compute y y  for an element  K. Note: we will omit the
.tensor sign in our notation, so yy is shorthand for y y.
yy  y a  y
 b  zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 a a  y
 b a  z y
 a b  y
 b b  z zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 a a  yy
 a b  yz
 b a  zy
 b b  zz.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Similar calculations can be done for the other three generators of
E E. If we represent the element pyy
 qyz
 rzy
 szz by the four-
Ž .dimensional row vector p, q, r, s this gives us the matrix form
p , q , r , s   p , q , r , s MM  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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where MM is the ‘‘Kronecker composition’’ of M and M, defined as
a M  b M Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
MM  Ž . Ž . ž /c M  d M Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
a a  a b  b a  b b Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
a c  a d  b c  b d Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 .
c a  c b  d a  d b Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 0
c c  c d  d c  d d Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
THEOREM 2.2. If E is a free rank 2 K-bimodule, then E is admissible if
Ž .Ž .and only if there exists a common eigenector x of MM  for all  K ,
such that x x  x for any x , x  E.1 2 1 2
Proof. If there exists Q E E satisfying Definition 2.1, then Q
Kx xK for some x E E such that x x  x for x , x  E. But1 2 1 2
Ž .this means that for any  K , x     x for some automorphism 
ŽŽ .Ž ..of K. However, we know that x   x MM  , so we need that
ŽŽ .Ž .. Ž Ž ..x MM     x; in other words, x is an eigenvector of
Ž .Ž .MM  . And, since this must hold for all  K , we need that x is an
Ž .Ž .eigenvector for all MM  where  ranges over all of K.
Ž .Ž .An eigenvector x of MM  such that x x  x for any x , x  E1 2 1 2
will be called an admissible eigenvector.
We now determine admissibility conditions for bimodules of each of the
three cases described in Theorem 1.3.
THEOREM 2.3. If E is a free rank 2 K-bimodule with two-sided basis y, z
such that for all  K ,
a  0Ž .
M  Ž . ž /0 d Ž .
Ž . Ž .is as in case i of Theorem 1.3, where a, dAut K , a d, then E is
admissible if and only if ad da or a2 d 2.
Proof. If
a  0Ž .
M   ,Ž . ž /0 d Ž .
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then
a2  0 0 0Ž .
0 ad  0 0Ž .
MM   .Ž . Ž .
0 0 da  0Ž . 020 0 0 d Ž .
There are four obvious eigenvectors, but each of these are nonadmissible;
Ž .for example, the eigenvector 1, 0, 0, 0 is not admissible since it represents
the element y y E E, which is the product of two elements of E.
To get an admissible eigenvector, we need that two of the eigenvalues
 2Ž . Ž . Ž . 2Ž .4a  , ad  , da  , d  coincide for all  K , which means that, since
2 2a d, we have either ad da or a  d .
Ž .For example, if ad da, then 0, 1,q, 0 is an admissible eigenvector
for any nonzero q K. Let Q be the sub-bimodule of E E given by this
eigenvector. We see that Q is generated by yz qzy, and the skew
Ž . Ž .K-algebra B T E  Q is
² :K y , z
B ,
y a  y , z d  z , yz qzyŽ . Ž .Ž .
Žwhere  ranges over all elements of K. Recall that a skew K-algebra is a
ring A, together with an injective ring homomorphism K A. We think
of K as the ‘‘scalars’’ of A; however, unlike the usual definition of an
algebra, K does not have to be central in A, so the scalars have different
.left and right actions on A. This algebra is an Ore extension in two
variables over the field K , and will be discussed further in Section 3.
2 2 Ž .If a  d , then 1, 0, 0,q is an admissible eigenvector for any nonzero
q K. Let Q be the sub-bimodule of E E given by this eigenvector. We
see that Q is generated by y2 qz2, and the skew K-algebra B
Ž . Ž .T E  Q is
² :K y , z
B ,2 2y a  y , z d  z , y  qzŽ . Ž .Ž .
where  ranges over all elements of K.
THEOREM 2.4. If E is a free rank 2 K-bimodule with two-sided basis y, z
such that for all  K ,
a  b Ž . Ž .
M  Ž . ž /0 a Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .is as in case ii of Theorem 1.3, where aAut K , b an a, a -deriation,
then E is admissible if and only if ba ab for some  K.
Proof. Write
a  b Ž . Ž .
M   ,Ž . ž /0 a Ž .
Ž .where b is an a, a -derivation. If b 0 then every element of E is an
Ž . Žeigenvector of M  for all  K , and hence the theorem holds with
. 0 .
If b 0, then
a2  ab  ba  b2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
20 a  0 ba Ž . Ž .
MM   .Ž . Ž . 20 0 a  ab Ž . Ž . 020 0 0 a Ž .
2Ž .Clearly a  is the only eigenvalue, and it has an obvious eigenvector
Ž .0, 0, 0, 1 , but this eigenvector is not admissible, since it represents the
Ž .element z z in E E. We look for an eigenvector of the form p, q, r, 0
for p, q, r K. We compute
p , q , r , 0 MM Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 a2  p , ab  p
 a2  q , ba  p
 a2  r ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž
b2  p
 ba  q
 ab  r .Ž . Ž . Ž . .
2Ž .We wish this to be an eigenvector with eigenvalue a  ; that is,
a2  p , ab  p
 a2  q , ba  p
 a2  r ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž
b2  p
 ba  q
 ab  rŽ . Ž . Ž . .
 a2  p , a2  q , a2  r , 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Comparing the second and third elements of the vectors above, we see that
Ž . Ž .ab  p ba  p 0; hence p 0. Also, by comparing the fourth ele-
Ž . Ž .ments, we get ba  q
 ab  r 0 for all  K , which means that
Ž .abba should be a constant function of K. In particular, if ab ba,
Ž .then 0, 1,, 0 is an eigenvector.
Suppose that qab ba, and let Q be the free rank 1 sub-bimodule of
E E generated by yz qzy rz 2 for any r K. The skew K-algebra
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Ž . Ž .B T E  Q is given by
² :K y , z
B ,2y a  y b  z , z a  z , yz qzy rzŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where  ranges over all elements of K. As in the case of Theorem 2.3
above, this is an Ore extension of the field K in two variables; this will be
further discussed in Section 3.
Ž .In the special case where a is the identity on K , the ratio abba is
equal to the constant 1 for any nonzero derivation b, and we get an
Ž .admissible eigenvector 0, 1,1, 0 . This gives the skew K-algebra
² :K y , z
B ,
y  y b  z , z  z , yz zyŽ .Ž .
 	which is simply an Ore extension of K z , the commutative polynomial
ring in one variable.
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose E is a free rank 2 K-bimodule with two-sided
basis y, z such that for all  K ,
a  b Ž . Ž .
M  Ž . ž /mb  a Ž . Ž .
Ž .is as in case iii of Theorem 1.3, where m has no square root in K , and a, b
Ž .satisfy the functional equations in the statement of case iii of Theorem 1.3.
Ž . Ž .Let t a m and u b m . The bimodule E is admissible if and only if the
matrix
a2  ab  ba  b2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 2 2tab
mub  a  uab
 tb  ba Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 2mba  mb  a  ab Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 02 2 2m uab
 tb  mba  tab
mub  a Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
has a common eigenector x in E E for all  K , such that x x  x1 2
for any x , x  E.1 2
Proof. Write
a  b Ž . Ž .
M  Ž . ž /mb  a Ž . Ž .
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Ž .as in case iii of Theorem 1.3. It follows that
a2  ab  ba  b2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2a mb  a  b mb  ba Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
MM   .Ž . Ž . 2 2mba  mb  a  ab Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 02mb mb  mba  a mb  a Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
The functional equations for a and b give
a mb   a m ab  
mb m b2   tab
mub2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
and
b mb   a m b2  
 b m ab   tb2
 uab  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Thus
MM Ž . Ž .
a2  ab  ba  b2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 2 2tab
mub  a  uab
 tb  ba Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 ,
2 2mba  mb  a  ab Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 02 2 2m uab
 tb  mba  tab
mub  a Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and the result follows from Theorem 2.2.
Ž .Ž .It is easily computed that the eigenvalues of MM  are
2 'a   ba  mŽ . Ž .
2 2 2' '' tab
mub  
 uab
 tb  m ab  
 b  m .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
'Ž .In general this will not be an element of K since m K , in which case,
by Theorem 2.5, E is not admissible.
Another approach for studying this case is to pass to the extension field
22' 'Ž . Ž . Ž .K m . If we think of M  as a matrix in K m , then there is a
change of basis such that
'a
 m b  0Ž .Ž .
M  Ž . 'ž /0 a m b Ž .Ž .
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'for any  K. It is easily checked that a m b is a multiplicative
' ' 'Ž Ž .Ž . ŽŽ .Ž ..ŽŽ .Ž ..function on K that is, a m b   a m b  a m b 
'.for any ,  K . However, it is not clear that a m b can be extended
' 'Ž . Ž .to functions on K m . Indeed, in general it cannot: if f : K K m is a
multiplicative function, then in order to extend f to a multiplicative
' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .function f : K m  K m with f   f  for all  K , we would
'Ž . ' 'need that f m  f m , but in general we expect that f m Ž . Ž .
'Ž .K m .
We may also consider the special case in which m acts centrally, that is,
Ž . Ž .where p, q  m mp, mq for any p, q K. This may also be expressed
as
m 0M m  ,Ž . ž /0 m
Ž . Ž .or, equivalently, a m m and b m  0. In this special case, the func-
' 'Ž .tions a m b can be extended to functions on K m by
' ' ' ' 'a m b  
  m  a m b  
 m a m b  ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 0 1
Žfor any  ,   K. It is readily verified using the fact that the functional0 1
Ž . Ž . .equations for a and b imply that a 1  1 and b 1  0 that this defini-
' 'Ž .tion extends a m b to an automorphism of K m . Thus, we may give
'Ž .E the structure of a two-sided K m -vector space, with matrix
'a
 m b  0Ž .Ž .
M  Ž . 'ž /0 a m b Ž .Ž .
'Ž . Ž .for all  K m . This is a matrix as in case i of Theorem 1.3, and
'Ž .hence by Theorem 2.3, E is admissible as a two-sided K m -vector space
' ' Žif and only if a
 m b and a m b commute since their squares
.cannot be equal, because b is nonzero and char K 2 . However, it is
'Ž .unclear how, given the information about E as a K m -vector space, to
pass back and get information about E as a K-vector space.
3. BIRATIONAL EQUIVALENCE CLASSES
We recall the following facts from commutative algebraic geometry.
Suppose X is a commutative projective scheme with homogeneous coordi-
nate ring R. The function field of X is the degree 0 component of the
total field of fractions of R. Also, two projective schemes are said to be
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birationally equivalent if their function fields are isomorphic. We make a
similar definition in the noncommutative situation.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let E , E be admissible free rank 2 K-bimodules,1 2
with Q  E  E free rank 1 sub-bimodules, for i 1, 2. Let B i i i i
Ž . Ž .T E  Q , for i 1, 2. We say that B , B are birationally equialent ifi i 1 2
Ž .the graded left fields of fractions D  Frac B exist and if the degree 0i i
Ž . Ž .components D , D are isomorphic as skew K-algebras.1 0 2 0
The skew fields D in Definition 3.1 can be thought of as function fieldsi
Ž  	.of noncommutative ruled surfaces as in 4 .
We can use our classification of admissible free rank 2 K-bimodules
described above to describe the birational equivalence classes. We recall
some standard notation. Let A be an algebra, let 	 be an automorphism
Ž .of A, and let 
 be a left 	-derivation of A; that is, 
 satisfies the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .identity 
 xy  
 x y
 	 x 
 y for all x, y A. The algebra
² :A x
 	A x ; 	 , 
  ,
xa 	 a x 
 aŽ . Ž .Ž .
Ž .where a ranges over all elements of A, is called a left Ore extension of A.
 	If 
 0 we will omit it from the notation and simply write A x; 	 , and if
 		 is the identity we will omit it and write A x; 
 .
We will also use the following standard results from noncommutative
algebra:
 	 Ž .PROPOSITION 3.2 2, 9.3.3; 3, 2.1.15 . i If A is a left Noetherian
 	domain, then A x; 	 , 
 is also a left Noetherian domain.
Ž .ii If A is a left Noetherian domain, then A has a left field of fractions.
So, in particular, left Ore extensions of Noetherian domains have left
 	fields of fractions. We will denote the left field of fractions of A x; 	 , 

Ž .by A x; 	 , 
 , again omitting 	 or 
 if appropriate.
Ž .3.3. Case i of Theorem 1.3. Let us consider a free rank 2 K-bimodule
Ž .E of case i of Theorem 1.3, whose right K-action is given by
a  0Ž .
M  Ž . ž /0 d Ž .
for some fixed two-sided basis y, z of E. By Theorem 2.3, E is admissible
if either ad da or a2 d 2.
Suppose ad da, and Q is the free rank 1 sub-bimodule of E E
Ž . Ž .generated by yz qzy for some nonzero q K. Let B T E  Q . We
 	will write B as an iterated Ore extension of K. Let C K z; d , and
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Ž . Ž n.extend a to an automorphism of C by a z  qz; hence a z 
Ž . 2Ž . n1Ž . n Žqd q d q  d q z . This shows that a extended as above is indeed
1Ž n. Ž Ž . 2Ž . n1Ž ..1 nan automorphism; the inverse is a z  qd q d q  d q z ,
.  	since the coefficient is nonzero. We see that B C y; a . In particular, B
has a left field of fractions D, by Proposition 3.2.
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose a, dAut K with ad da, and extend a to
 	 Ž .Aut K z; d by setting a z  qz for some nonzero q K. If B
 	 	 Ž 1 .K z; d y; a and D is the field of fractions of B, then D  K t; d a .0
Ž .1 Ž .Proof. Every element of D can be written as f y, z g y, z , where0
Ž .f , g are homogeneous polynomials with deg f deg g n. Write f y, z
n ni i Ž . n ni iÝ a z y and g y, z Ý b z y for suitable coefficientsi0 i i0 i
Ž . n n  i i Ž .a , b  K. This may be rewritten as f y, z Ý z a z y and g y, zi i i0 i
n n  i i  nŽ .  nŽ .Ý z b z y , where a  d a and b  d b . Also, define ai0 i i i i i
new variable t by t z1 y. Since the y’s and z ’s skew commute, we can
write zi y i c t i for some constants c  K. An easy but tedious compu-i i
tation shows that
i2 i
j kc  a d q .Ž .Ł Łi
j0 kj
2
Ž . n n  i Ž . n n  iNow we may write f y, z Ý z a t and g y, z Ý z b ti0 i i0 i
where a c a and b c b. Hence,i i i i i i
1n n
1  n i n if y , z g y , z  z a t z b tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ý Ýi iž /
i0 i0
1n n
 i n n i a t z z b tÝ Ýi iž / ž /
i0 i0
1n n
 i i a t b t .Ý Ýi iž / ž /
i0 i0
Ž .Thus D is simply K t ; however, the action of K on t differs on the left0
and on the right. Specifically, we can write for any  K ,
t z1 y z1a  y d1a  z1 y d1a  t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
1Ž .and hence D  K t; d a .0
We then get the following corollary describing birational equivalence
Ž .classes of noncommutative symmetric algebras in case i where ad da.
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By Theorem 3.4, the birational equivalence classes of such algebras are in
Ž .bijection with the isomorphism classes of K t; 	 , where aAut K.
COROLLARY 3.5. Let E and E be two free rank 2 K-bimodules in case1 2
Ž .i of Theorem 1.3, with basis y , z and multiplication on E gien byi i i
a  0Ž .iM  Ž .i ž /0 d Ž .i
for i 1, 2, with a  d and a d  d a . Let Q be the free rank 1i i i i i i i
sub-bimodule of E  E generated by y z  q z y , for some nonzero q  K ,i i i i i i i i
Ž . Ž .and let B  T E  Q . The skew K-algebras B and B are birationallyi i i 1 2
Ž 1 . Ž 1 .equialent if and only if K t; d a  K t; d a . In particular, B and B1 1 2 2 1 2
1 1 1 Ž 1 .1are birationally equialent if d a  d a or d a  d a .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž 1 . Ž .Proof. By Theorem 3.4, Frac B  K t; d a and Frac B 1 0 1 1 2 0
Ž 1 . 1K t; d a . Hence they are isomorphic as skew K-algebras if d a 2 2 1 1
1 1Ž .d a .2 2
Now suppose that a2 d 2, and Q is the free rank 1 sub-bimodule of
E E generated by y2 qz2 for some nonzero q K. The skew K-alge-
Ž . Ž .bra B T E  Q is given by
² :K y , z
B .2 2y a  y , z d  z , y  qzŽ . Ž .Ž .
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose a, dAut K such that a2 d 2, and let q K
² : Ž Ž . Ž . 2 2 .with q 0. If B K y, z  y a  y, z d  z, y  qz , and D is
Ž 1 .the field of fractions of B, then D  K t; d a .0
Ž . Ž .Proof. Note that Frac B  Frac B , where B  B  B  B0 Ž2. 0 Ž2. 0 2 4
  is the Veronese subalgebra of B. Letting u y2 qz2,   yz, and
² :w zy, we see that B can be written as a quotient of K u,  , w withŽ2.
the following relations:
u a2  u ,  ad   , w da  w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
u ad q a q1 u , wu d q q1 uw ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
w  d q q1a2 q1 a q w , w a q1 u2 .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
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Using the above relations, we see that an element of degree n in BŽ2.
Ž .that is, an element of degree 2n in B can be written in the form
n n
n ni i nj ja u 
 b u  
 c u wÝ Ý0 i j
i1 j1
 1 	 Žfor suitable coefficients a, b , c  K. Passing to the extension B u ini j Ž2.
1 2Ž . 1 .which u  a  u , we can rewrite the above element as
n n
n n i i n j ja u 
 b u u  
 c u u w ,Ý Ý0 i j
i1 j1
which equals
n n
  n i i j ju a 
 b u  
 c u w ,Ý Ý0 i jž /
i1 j1
 2 nŽ .  2 nŽ .  2 nŽ .where a  a a , b  a b , c  a c .0 0 i i j j
Let t1 u. It follows that ui i  ti for suitable   K. Also,i i
Ž 1. 2 1 1Ž 1. 1since w  a q u , we get u w  a q u and u  
1Ž 1 . 1 1 1Ž 1 . 1 i i ia q uw . So t  a q uw , and hence u w   t for suit-i
able   K. Thus the degree n element of B above may be written as ani Ž2.
 1 	element of B u asŽ2.
n n
  n i ju a 
 b t 
 c tÝ Ý0 i jž /
i1 j1
for suitable a , b, c K. This may be notationally simplified as0 i j
n
n iu a t ,Ý i
in
where a  b and a c for i 0.i i i i
Ž . 1 Ž .An element of Frac B is given by f g where f , g B forŽ2. 0 Ž2. n
some n. Hence, as above, this element can be written as
1n n
 n i n iu a t u b tÝ Ýi iž / ž /
in in
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for suitable a, b K. But the un’s cancel, and we havei i
1n n
 i ia t b t .Ý Ýi iž / ž /
in in
Thus for any  K ,
t1 u1a  u d1a  1 u d1a  t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
1Ž . Ž .and we have an isomorphism from Frac B to K t; d a .Ž2. 0
Ž .3.7. Case ii of Theorem 1.3. Now let us consider a free rank 2
Ž .K-bimodule E of case ii of Theorem 1.3, whose right K-action is given by
a  b Ž . Ž .
M  Ž . ž /0 a Ž .
for some fixed two-sided basis y, z of E. By Theorem 2.4, E is admissible
if and only if qab ba for some nonzero q K.
Let Q be the free rank 1 sub-bimodule of E E generated by yz qzy
2 Ž . Ž . rz , and let B T E  Q . We will write B as an iterated Ore
 	extension of K. Let C K z; a , and extend a to an automorphism of C
Ž . Ž Ž . .by a z  qz as in case i above . Also, let 
 denote the a-derivation of
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2C defined by 
 k  b k z for k K and 
 z  rz . We see that
 	B C y; a, 
 . In particular, B has a left field of fractions D.
Before stating the theorem, we note that a1 b is a K-derivation:
a1 b  a1 a  b  
a  b  a1 b  
a1 b  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .THEOREM 3.8. Suppose aAut K and b is an a, a -deriation of K
such that qab ba for some nonzero q K. Extend a to an automorphism of
 	 Ž .  	K z; a by setting a z  qz, and define an a-deriation 
 of K z; a by
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2  	 	setting 
 k  b k z for k K and 
 z  rz . If B K z; a y; a, 
 , and
Ž 1 .D is the field of fractions of B, then D  K t; a b .0
Ž .1 Ž .Proof. Every element of D can be written as f y, z g y, z , where0
Ž .f , g are homogeneous polynomials with deg f deg g n. Write f y, z
n ni i Ž . n ni iÝ a z y and g y, z Ý b z y for suitable coefficients a ,i0 i i0 i i
Ž . n n  i i Ž .b  K. Rewrite f and g as f y, z Ý z a z y and g y, z i i0 i
n n  i i  nŽ .  nŽ .Ý z b z y , where a  a a and b  a b . Define a new vari-i0 i i i i i
able t by t z1 y. A tedious computation shows that zi y iÝi c t jj1 i, j
for some constants c  K , which satisfy the recurrencei, j
c  a1 d c 
 a1 d a1 b c 
 a1 e cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j i1 i1, j1 i1 i1, j i1 i1, j
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with c  1, where1, 1
i
jd  a qŽ .Łi
j1
and
i i
j ke  a r a q .Ž . Ž .Ý Łi ž /kj
1j1
In particular c  0.i, i
Ž . n n  i Ž . n n  iSo we may write f y, z Ý z a t and g y, z Ý z b t , wherei0 i i0 i
a and b depend on the a and b and the c constants. This provides ai i i i i, j
Ž .bijection between D and K t , as before. Finally, for any  K ,0
tz1 yz1 a  y
b  z  z1 y
a1 b  t
a1 b  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
1Ž .and hence D  K t; a b .0
Theorem 3.8 states that the birational equivalence classes of noncom-
mutative symmetric algebras of the above type are in bijection with the
Ž .isomorphism classes, as skew K-algebras, of K t; 
 where 
Der K.
More specifically, this gives the following corollary regarding the birational
equivalence classes:
COROLLARY 3.9. Let E , E be two admissible free rank 2 K-bimodules1 2
Ž .in case ii of Theorem 1.3, with multiplication on E gien byi
a  b Ž . Ž .i iM  Ž .i ž /0 a Ž .i
for i 1, 2. Let Q be the free rank 1 sub-bimodule of E  E generated byi i i
2 Ž . Ž .y z  q z y  r z , for some nonzero q  K , and let B  T E  Q . Thei i i i i i i i i i i
skew K-algebras B and B are birationally equialent if and only if1 2
Ž 1 . Ž 1 .K t; a b  K t; a b as skew K-algebras. In particular, B and B are1 1 2 2 1 2
birationally equialent if a1 b  ca1 b for any nonzero c K.1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž 1 .Proof. By Theorem 3.8, we see that Frac B  K t; id , a b and1 0 K 1 1
Ž . Ž 1 .Frac B  K t; id , a b . Hence they are isomorphic as skew K-alge-2 0 K 2 2
bras if and only if the above Ore extensions are isomorphic. The last
Ž . Ž .statement of the Corollary follows from the fact that K t; 
  K t; c

for any nonzero c K.
Ž .Note also that an algebra from case i is birationally equivalent to an
Ž . Ž . Ž .algebra from case ii if and only if K t; 	  K t; 
 as skew K-algebras,
for some 	Aut K and 
Der K. However, it is conjectured that the
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Žabove algebras are isomorphic only if 	 id and 
 0 i.e., the commuta-
.tive case .
Ž . Ž .3.10. Case iii of Theorem 1.3. Algebras from case iii are not com-
pletely understood; indeed, as described in the discussion following the
proof of Theorem 2.5, precise admissibility conditions in terms of the
Ž .elements of the matrix M  are unknown.
It is possible, in the special case where the element m K acts
centrally on E, to extend the structure of E to that of a two-sided
'Ž .K m -vector space, and then to compute the tensor algebra and total
'Ž .field of fractions over K m as in Section 3.3 above. As described in the
discussion following Theorem 2.5, E may be given the structure of a
'Ž .two-sided K m -vector space, with corresponding matrix
'a
 m b  0Ž .Ž .
M  Ž . 'ž /0 a m b Ž .Ž .
' 'Ž . Ž .for all  K m . As a two-sided K m -vector space, E has the
' 'Ž .Ž . Ž .function field K m t;  , where Aut K m is the automorphism
' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž .a
 b m  a b m . Let Aut K m denote the nonzero ele-
'Ž .ment of the Galois group of K m over K. The function field of E, as a
skew K-algebra, should be the invariants under  of the larger function
' 'Ž . Ž Ž .Ž ..field of E as a skew K m -algebra, that is, K m t;  .
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